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LOCAL SOLVABILITY AND CAUCHY PROBLEM 

FOR A CLASS OF DEGENERATE HYPERBOLIC OPERATORS 

Jorge G. Houni e* 

INTRODUCTION. 

The Cauchy problem for hyperbolic differential operators with 
~ultiple characteristics has been thoroughly studied in the con~ 
tant mul tiplici ty case ([ 1], [2] and [3]) but there seems to be 
few results when the multiplicity is not constant. 

As a first step in that direction, we study here the Cauchy pro
blem for a class of hyperbolic operators with double characteris 
tics at taO and simple characteristics for t#O. This is carried 
out in the abstract set up of evolution equations ([71). This 
is a simplified commutative model of the microlocal behavior of 
pseudodifferential operators and provides a basis for the under
standing of the latter. 

Given an abstract Hilbert space H and an unbounded self-adjoint 
positive definite operator A on H, we study evolution operators 
of the form 

(1 ) p (at-ia(t,A)A)(at-ib(t,A)) + c(t,A)A 

where at means t- and the coefficients a(t,A), b(t,A) and c(t,A) 
t 

are power series in A-I, with coefficients in C~(J); J an open 
subset of the real line containing the origin. These power series 
are assumed to converge in L(H,H) as well as each one of their 
t-derivatives, uniformly with respect to t on compact subsets 
of J. 

When the leading coefficients ao(t,A), bO(t,A) are reat and van

ishsimuttaneousty at taO, we have (an analogue of) a hyperbotic 

operator with doubte characteristics at the origin. 

If we further assume that 

* The results of this work are part of the author's doctoral di~ 
sertation. 
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( 2) aOeD) ,; bo(D) 

P will have simple aharaateristias for t';D. 

The main result of Chapter I is theorem 2, where we prove that 12,. 
cal Cauchy problem is well posed for an operator satisfying (1) 

and (2). In Chapter II we study an analogous class of operators, 
now in pseudo-differential form. The methods applied in Chapter I, 
namely, asymptotic expansions, do not lead straightforwardly to 
results for pseudo-differential equations and we only give suffi
cient conditions for local solvability. 

We intend to treat the Cauchy problem for this class of pseudo-
4ifferential operators in a ~uture work. 

I am indebted to Professor Treves, who introduced me to the sub
ject and suggested the proof of Proposition 2.1. 

CHAPTER I. 

1. In the first chapter of this work, we will follow the nota
tions of [4]. A will denote a linear, densely defined, unboun
ded operator which We assume self-adjoint and positive definite. 
Models for A are self-adjoint extensions of (1-AX)s or ID I in 

x 
n space variables. 

We will consider d~fferential operators on the real line, where 
the variable is denoted by t, of the following kind 

(1. 1) 

where r,j are positive integers. 

The coefficients C .(t,A) belong to the ring QA(J) defined as r,J 
follows: J is an open subset of the real line; the elements of 
QAeJ) are series in non-negative powers of A-I, with coefficients 
in C~(J), which converge in L(H;H) (the B-space of bounded linear 
operators on H), as well as each one of their t-derivatives, uni
formly with respect to t on compact subsets of J. 

The operators of the kind (1.1) form an algebra which is denoted 
PA(J). The operator given in (1.1) is said to be of order m. 

We will use the scale of "Sobolev spaces" HS (s E R) defined by 
A: if s ~.D, HS is the space of elements u E H such that ASu E H, 
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equipped wi th the norm II ull S '" II ASUII 0' where II 110 denotes the norm 
in H = HO. If s < 0, HS is the completion of H for the norm 

II uU S = II ASul1 O' The inner product in HS will be denoted by (,) S . 
For every s,m E R Am is an isometry of HS onto Hs - m. 

We denote H= the intersection of the spaces HS, equipped with 
the projective limit topology, and H-= their union with the in
ductive limit topology. Hoo is an F-space and H-'" can be identi

fied with the dual of Hoo by the pairing (u,V) = (u,v)o defined 
on Hoo x H-=. 

Let J be an open subset of R. C"'(J,H=) is 
tions in J valued in Hoo . It has a natural 
.is compact, coO (K ,H=) denotes the subspace 

c 

the space of COO func

F-topology. If K c J 
of Coo(J,H=) of func-

tions supported in K. We give Coo(J,Hoo ) the inductive limit topo 
c -

logy induced by the Coo(K,Hoo ) as K ranges over all compact sub-
c 

sets of J. 

We will denote V'(J,H-"') the dual of C=(J,H=), and refer to it 
c 

as the space of distributions in J valued in H- oo . 

DEFINITION 4.1. Let P E PA(J) be of order m, and assume that J 
contains the origin. 

We say that the two sided local Cauchy problem is well posed if 

there exist a neighborhood of the origin J' (0) c J, such that 
f f C"'(J,Hoo), h h Hoo h . or every E 1"'" m-1 E t ere eXlsts a unique 
u E Coo(J' ,H"') such that 

P = f in J' 
u 

(1 .2) 

aiu I = h. 
t t=O ]. 

0 .;;; i .;;; m-1 

If the same holds whenever f=O we say that the homogeneous 

Cauchy problem is well posed. The forward Cauchy problem is de
fined in the same way with J' replaced by a semi-open interval 
I 0, e:) • 

n 
Let c(t,A) E QA(J). Then c(t,A) I 

j=O 
If ~ is in the spectrum Q(A) of A the 

00 

c. (t)A-j, c. (t) E C=(J ,C). 
J J 

series c(t,A) 

I c. (t.»). -j converges uniformly with respect to t on compact 
j =0 J 

subsets of J, together with its t-derivatives. 

To every differential operator 
. k 

P = I Cj,k(t,A)AJ at E PA(J) 
j+k~.m 
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we associate the ordinary differential polynomial 

Here X plays the role of a (real) parameter. 

From now on we assume that the coeffi·cient Co,m(t,X) of a~ is 
identically one (hence the "t-direction" is non-characteristic). 

THEOREM 1. I,et PEP A (J). The foz.z.owing statements al"e equiva1.ent 

a) The homogeneous two-sided Cauchy pl"oblem fol" P is we1.l posed. 

b.) Thel"e e:x:ist& J1(O) CJ such that evel"Y so1.ution u(t,X) of 

(1. 3) 

i I -a tU - Q. 

t-O 1 

as well each one of its t-del"ivatives gl"OWS slowel" than a po~ 

el" of X when X E cr(A) unifol"m1.y in t E JI(O). 

c) The m solutions uQ(t,X) Q = 1, ... ,m of 

(1.4) 

vel"ify 

sup ! (:t)iuQ(t,X)! < k(l+X)P, X E J(A), tOl" a cel"tain 
te:J' 

0..: i.:m-l 

neighbol"hood of the ol"igin J', and positive constants k, p. 

REMARKS. 1) When a function u(t,X) verifies a growth condition as 
in (b) of Theorem 1, we say that u(t,X) is tempel"ed. 

The proof of Theorem 1 is rather simple and we do not include 
it here .. It makes use of Ovsj annikov' s theorem for singular op
erators in Banach scales (see [2] and also [3]) and the spectral 
resolution of the self-adjoint operator A. 

2) Since Theorem 1 reduces the study of the correctness of the 
Cauchy problem to the study of the growth of an ordinary dif
ferential equation, it will produce immediate answers in the ca
ses where the O.D.E. can be integrated, for instance the first 
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order .and the constant coefficient cases. 

2. We now study a class of second order evolution operators of 
the form 

(2.1) P (at-ia(t,A)A)(at-ib(t,A)A) +c(t,A)A 

where a, b, c are elements in QA(J) and J contains the origin. 

We assume that 

(2.2) 

(2,3) 

a o (t) and b O (t). the l,eading aoeffiaients ofa (t ,A) 

and b(t~A) a~e real, 

a' (0) - b' (0) rO a a 

We can regar<~ P as a hyperbolicoperatbr with double characteris
tics at teO but simple characteristic~ for trO. 

THEOREM 2. Let P = (at-ia(t,A)A)(at~ib(t,A» + c(t,A)A bel,ong 

to PA(J) and assume ~hat (2.2) and (2.3) hold. Then, the two

sided looal homogeneous Cauohy problem for P is well pDsed. 

Before embarking in the proof of Theorem 2 let us make some pre
liminary remarks. According to Theorem 1 we can replace the ope~ 
rat or. A by a real para~eter A E cr(A) and deal with the correspo£ 
~ing ordinary differential equation. Since there is no ~ossibi
lity of confusion we denote the parameter with A instead of A. 

We use the notation 

x = at-iaCt,A)A o = a(t,A) - b(t,A) 

We see that XY+c(t,A)A = yx+cil(t,A) for a certain cil(t,A) 6 p,,(J). 
Therefore there is no restriction if ~e impose 

(2.4) 0'0(0) > 0 

To have some insight of the problem, let us look at the simplest 
example of operator occurring in Theorem 2, namely 

where c is a complex constant. 

It is easy to check that the change of variable 5 = /At takes 
Pu = 0 into the Weber equation [(a - is) (a +is) + cl v = 0 whose 

s s 
solutions are known to be tempered in 5 (for s real). 
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We have an estimate 

Iv(s)1 + Iv'(s)1 ~c(1+lslk) 

Now the solutions of Pu = 0 can be written u(t,A) 
conclude that u(t,A) is tempered. 

v(lAt) and we 

In the general case, we reduce the problem introducing suitable 
(formal) changes of dependent and independent variables to a si~ 
pIe form, where standard techniques give asymptotic expansions 
for the solutions and provid.e the necessary estimates. 

PROPOSITION 2.1. Let P = XY+c(t,A)A and assume that (2.4) holds. 

Then there exi~t a formal series s(t,A) 

a (s ,A) = L 
j=O 

suah that 

-j a.(s)A , 
J 

y (A) I;' -j 
t. YJ.A , 

j=O 

a) so(t), aO(t) are real; 5'0(0) 1 0 

b) 50 (0) = Sj(O) = 0, j = 1,2, ... 

co • 
I;' -J t. s.(t)A , 

j =0 J 

e (A) L 
j=O 

c) The ahange of variabZe 5 = s(t,A) takes Pinto 

St2[ (a -ia(s,A)A) (a -ia(s,A)-isA-e(A))+y(A)A] s s 

REMARKS. 1) The functions sk(t) are defined in a certain neigh
borhood of the origin. The series s(t,A), a(s,A), yeA), e(A) 
are not convergent in general. This is not an inconvenience for 
we ultimately replace them by their partial sums with a large 
number of terms. 

2) Since the Sj (t) are complex valued functions for j ~ 1, 
s = s(t,A) is not in general a real change of variable. Thus 
the notation 

JSO 
o a(s)ds will always means J:O a(s(t))s'(t,A)dt 

Proof of Prop. 2.1. We may write 

(2.5) 

-1 where we have used St at 

S 

+ ~) (a - i L A) + 
2 S St 

St 

as' Since we want (2.5) to be 
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(3 s -taA)(3 S-iaA-isA+e(A)) + y(A)A it will be enough to take 

. a Stt 
1 -- - --2-- + W = iaA 

St St 

i ~ A - W = iaA + isA - e(A) 
St 

S 

W _w2 + wei ~ A + -!1) + y(A)A = £- A S St 2 2 . 
StSt 

Thus we n~ed to determine W,s, y, e satisfying the system of 
equations 

(2.6) 

We solve 

[
if WtS t _(St)2W2_W(HStA-Stt) + Y(St)2A 

ii) i6As t - Stt + 2W = is(St)2A + e(st)2 

the system formally setting 

GO .. 
A- i W = L W.(t)A- i yeA) L y. 

i=O 1 i=O 1 

.. 
si (t)A- i 

.. 
A- i s (t,A) L 6 (A) = L 6. 

i-a i=O 1 

cA 

Insertion into equation (2.6) and identification of like coef
ficients leads to recursion formulas 

where 

[ 

[ 

2 
-i6 0Wo(St)O + Yo(St)O Co 

i6 0(St)0 = iSO(St)~ 

HO(St)k+l + Dk = iSk+l (St)~+2isO(St)0(St)k+l + .. 

2 + 6k (St)0 
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We observe that Dk depends on Wo,···,Wk ; so,···,sk; 60 , .•. ,6 k_l 
and Bk depends on Wo,···,Wk ; YO""'Yk; sO,· •• ,sk,sk+l· 

We proceed by induction. 

The second equation in (2.7)0 is s'oso = 60 that integrates to 

ft 1/2 
so(t) = (2 0 60(~)d~) . Since 60 (0) = 0, 0'0(0) > 0, so(t) is 

smooth and s'o(O) > O. Now we pick up YO = coCO). That makes 

Co-Yo(St)~ divisible by 00 in COO and determines Wo. 

Assume we have determined Wo,···,Wk , YO" ··,yk , sO'" "sk' 

6.0 , • , • , 6 k-l . 

The second equation in (Z,7)k can be written after replacing 

60 by S05'O 

D ( ,)2 _ . ( (,)2 " ) k- 6k s 0 - 1 sk+l s 0 +sos OS k+l 

Hence we can define 

Dk (0) 
Moreover taking 6 = 

k (s'O)2(0) 
we can achieve sk+l(O) = O. 

This determines Bk , Now we can choose Yk+l so as to make 

c k+l -Bk-Y k+l(s'0)2 divisible by 00 , That determines Wk+l and 
completes the induction step, Q.E.D. 

Let's go back to the operator 

p# = (a -ia(s,A))(a -ia(s,A)-isA-a(A)) + y(A)A 
s s 

obtained from P by the change of variable s = s(t,A) and assume 
for simplicity that all terms are convergent series. 

We observe that if 

f s 2 # fS 2 
P = exp-[ oia(cr,A)Adcr+i ~ A+6(A)t1P exp[ oia(cr,A)Adcr+i~ +a(A)t1 

then P = (a s + i I A + 6(~))(as - i I A ~ 6~A)) + y(A)A 

Since the leading term so(t) of s(t,A) is real the change of inde 
pendent variable introduced by the exponential is tempered. Thus, 
the Cauchy problem for p# is well posed if and only if it is well 
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posed for P. 

We investigate how the growth of the solution u(s,A) of 

(2.8) 
P u = 0 

u(O) = a 

u'(O) = j3 

when IRe s I 0;; M, I 1m s I 
a = lAs· takes (2.8) into 

M 
0;; A and A > -. The change of variable 

(2.9) yeO) = a 

v'(O)=.L 
IA 

1 ii!L) + y(A)Jv 
21A 

o 

That is the solution u(s,A) of (2.8) can be expressed as u(s,A) 
= v(lAs,A) where v(a,A) is the solution of (2.9). We must study 
the behavior of v(o,A) in the expanding 
0;; MIA IImol 0;; ~ • Since v(o,A) depends 

IA 

sector IRe 01 0;; 
. -1/2 analytically on A 

given 0 0 , there exists K> 0 so that Iv(o,A) I 0;; K for 101 0;; 0 0 , 

with a similar estimate for v' (o,A). It is enough to consider 
101 > a o. From now on we take Re 0 > 0; the analys is for Re 0 < 0 

is similar. If we set (aa - i % - t ~A»)V = Wand Y = (~) we can 

write (2.9) as 

(2.10) Y' Y 

-yeA) 

Writing z i 0 + e(A) for simplicity of notation (2.10) yields '2 i21A 

(f·l1) Y' z [ [~ -:1 + 1 

[ -: (A) :)J 
z [Ao + .!.AJ z z 1 

Since Ao is diagonal with distinct eigenvalues one can find matri 
ces 
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0 :!2] [:!1 :~2] P , r ;> 1 , B r ;> 0 
r p21 r 

r 

such that the formal change of unknown Y = PW takes (2.11) into .. .. 
W' = zBW, where P .. ~ P z-r + I and B .. ~ B z-r. The matri-

r-l r r-O r 

ces P , B 
r r 

are determined by the recurrence relations 

Po • I .. [ 10 °1] 

with the convention P- 1 • O. 

Computation of the first terms gives 

.:.:r.w 0 

o 

We co~clude that for Re a > aO' (2.10) has a fundamental matrix 

solution of the form 

(2.12) 
~ [~ 

Y(.a) = exp[ iz2 [~ -n] z2i Y(a,A) 

with Y(a,A) bounded on ao < Re a < MfA; 11m al < ~ . 
I"A 

Co 
Using the fact that 11m zl<- (for a certain constant Co) and 

IA 

(2.12), it is easy to derive that the solutions of (2.10) are 

tempered and grow slower than lal P at infinity where p is any 

constant bigger than IY~I. In turn, this implies that the solu

tions of (2.8) are tempered. This considerations prove Theorem 

2 at least when the change of variable given in Prop.2.1 gives 

rise to convergent series. 

Proof of Theorem 2. Let u(t,A) be the solution of 

P = 0 
u 

u(O) = a. (2.13) 

u'(O)=S 
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We take ~ > P > t CoCO) and consider the partial sums of order N 
of the series sCt,A), aCt,A), SeA), yCA): 

N-l 
1;' A- i [. ei 

i .. O 

Then, there is a first order operator RN = fN(t,A)at+gN(t,A) 
with fN,gN E QA such that the change of variables s = sN(t,A) 

takes PN into (s~) 2( (a -iaNA) (a -iaNA-isA-eN)+YNAJ. According 
. s s 

to the analysis of the convergent case the solutions of PNv 0 

grow slower than 
N 

Yo 
(/A)P,P>2 

Taking two linearly independent solutions vI' v 2 of PNv l = 0, 

PNv2 = 0 (say vl(O) = 0, vll(O) = 1; v2 (0) = 1, VI2 (0) 0) we 
can construct a Green function GN(t,T,A) such that if 

(GNf)(t) = JT GN(t,T,A)f(T)dT then 
-T 

Noticing that the Wronskian of vI and v 2 is bounded away from 
zero (uniformly in A) we get an estimate 

Now we can write the solution u(t,A) of (2.13) as 

R 
u(t,A) = vN(t,A) + GN( : u)(t,A) 

A 

where vN(t,A) verifies PNvN = 0, vN(O) = a; VIN(O) a. 
In view of the estimates for GN, vN' vlN we have 

sup (lu(t,A) I + lUI (t,A) j) .e;; ClAP 
ItisT 

+ C2AP-N sup (lu(t,A)1 + 
Itl-sT 

+ I u I (t .A) I) 



Cl' C2 constants; When A is big enoughC2AP-~ <:: t and we conclu
de that u(t,A) is tempered. The theorem is proved. 

CHAPTER II. 

1. We consider an analogue of the operator P of Theorem 2, now 
in the framework of pseudo-differenti,l oper,tors andgiyesuf~ 
ficient conditions for local solvability. 

Explicitely we assume that 

'(1.1) P(x,t,Dx,D t ) ...., (Dt-ta(t,x,Dx)) (Dt-tb'(t,x,Dx))+c(t,x,Dx) ; 

where (x,t) denotes a point in Rn • R, a(t,x,Dx)' b(t,x,Dx)' 
c(t,x,Dx) are pseudo-differential operators of degree one acting 
on the x-variable, depending smoothly on t such that 

(1 .2) 

(1 .3) 

(a-b) (t,x,Dx ) is 8~~iptia 

The prinaipa~ symbols al(t,x,D~), b1(t,x,Dx) of 
a and b are rea~ 

Let us write 

(1. 4) 

We. see that the principal symbols 01(1'1)' 02(1'2) of 1'1' 1'2 

are 

(1 .5) 

We start getting rid of the term in Dt . Consider the linear ope
rator U(t) defined by 

(1.6) 

1'1 
'\U = 2" U 
U(O) = Identity 

Since 1'1 is essentially self-adjoint, the unique solution of 
this 'problem is a function of t with values in the group of 
invertible operators in L2x. The inverse of U(t) is the solu
tion Vet) of the problem 
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(1. 7) 
VeO) = Identity 

It has been shown in [ 4). that there exists a Fourier integral 
operator K(t). depending smoothly on t and acting on the x-va
riable. defined by an oscillatory integral 

which approximates U(t) in the-following sense. Given a positive 
integer k and real numbers s. s'. there exists C= C(k.s.s') > 0 
~uch that 

(1 .8) max sup U{(U(t)-K(t))uU s <; Dulls' 
Osjsk Itl:S:T 

briefly U(t) ~ K(t). 

Let Q be pseudo-differ,ntial operator in the x-vari,ble of de
gree m. The proof of Theorem 7.1 in (4) shows that there is a 
pseudo-differential op~rator Q*(t) of degree m acting on the 
x-variables and depending smoothly on t (for It I small) such 
that 

(1.9) 

where - stands for the standard equivalence of pseudo-differen
tial operators. 

Moreover. the correspondence Q ~ Q* takes elliptic operators 
into elliptic operators. 

We now eliminate the term in Dt introducing the "change of un
known" v = Uu. 

We have 

using (1.6) we obtain 

Hence 
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u-1pu D2 
t + u-1ir1u t - U- 1U 

tt 
+ u- 1r 2u 

(1.10) 2 r 
i(~) D2 _ U- 1[-1. + 2 -1 - r 2]U = Dt-U QU t 4 2 t 

Let q2 be the principal symbol of the operator Q appearing in the 
right hand side of (1.10), q~ the principal symbol of 

Q# - K- 1 (t)QK(t). Then 

(1.11) 

(1.12) 

2 a-b 2 
t (-2-) (x , t , ~) and 

t 2 
'"4 [ (a-b) (x(xo,t,~o) ,t, 

2 ;(xo,t,;o)] 

where x(xo,t,;o), ~(xo,t,;o) are the solutions of the Hamilton 
equations 

dx 
at 

grad 
x ; I =; t=O 0 

A consequence of this discussion is that it will be enough to 
consider operators 

L = D2 - t 2R(x,t,D ) + s(x,t,Dx ) with 
t x 

(1.13) R(x,t,Dx ) positive elliptic of order two 

(1.14) S(x,t,Dx ) of order one 

THEOREM 3. Let L = D~ . t 2R(x,t,Dx ) - S(x,t,Dx ) with R, S as in 

(1.13), (1.14) and assume that either 

(1.15) 1m 0 1 (s) (0,0,;) = 0 

0'1' 

(1 • 16) 

then Va> O,there exists a neighborhood U of the origin so 

that 

REMARK. The estimate in Theorem 3 implies the local solvability 
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of the transpose of L, t L . 

Now tL = D2 _ t 2 
t 

tR - tS(x,t,D ), so tL satisfies the hypothesis 
x 

of Theorem 3 if and only if L does, so the theorem gives suffi-
cient conditions for the local solvability of L. 

Proof. Let H be a Hilbert space with inner product ( , ) , H a su~ 

space of H. An operator A with domain V is formally self-adjoint 
if (Au,v) = (u,Av) for u,v E V. We recall that if A(t) is a C~ 

function of t E R with compact support and values in the space of 
formally self-adjoint operators with domain D,and u,v are COO 

functions of t with values in V we have 

2 Re I (A (t) u (t) ,U I (t) ) d t = - I ( A I (t) u (t) ,u (t) ) d t 

We also recall the fact that the injection HS(O) C HsI has arbi-
c 

trarily small norm when s I E s, S ~ 
-dim fl and the diameter of 

2 
o tends to zero. 

To take advantage of this fact we assume that the diameter of U 

is less than E and pick up representatives of the pseudo-diffe

rential operators occurring on L whose associated kernels have 
support contained in a nbdd. of the diagonal 

{(x,y)EO XO Ilx-yl<d x y 

so if u E C~(U), then Ru, Su E C~(fl) and the diameter of their 
c c 

support is less than 3 E. The choice of E will depend on the 
principal symbols of Rand S and will be made in the course of 

the proof. It is convenient to work with at rather than 
D = 1 a so we take tIt 

Since R is essentially self-adjoint we may assume that it is 
truly self-adjoint modifying S. We notice that the principal 

symbol of the new S will coincide with the principal symbol of 
the old one at t=O. 

Using the positive ellipticity of R we may assume that R = p2 
with p = P*. 

CASE.I. (1.15) hoZds. We write S = SR + SI with SR formally self

adjoint and SI formally antiself-adjoint. (1.15) implies 

(1.17) for u E C"(U) 
c 

and 
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6(£) > 0 as £ > 0 

We denote ( , ) the inner product in L2 Consider x,t 

(1.18) Re(Lu,u+2+u t ) = -HutI12+lltPuU2+(SRu,u)-IIUtU2_3(t2p2u,u)-

_(t3(p2)tU,u) + 2Re(s:,tut ) - 2Re(SIu ,tut ) 

We can write 

(1.19) 2 Re(SRu,tu t ) = _(SRu,u) - (tS~u,u) 

Substitution of (1.19) in (1.18) yields 

(1.20) Re(Lu',u+2+u t ) = -2(lIutIl2+lItPuI12)_(tS~u,u) -

- 2Re(SI,tut ) - (t 3 (p2)+u,u) 

We observe that 

(1.21) 

Also, using (1.17) and the ellipticity of P we get 

for a certain M independent of £. 

Finally we also have 

Combining (1.20), (1.21), (1.22) and (1.23) we get 

(1 .24) !Re(Lu,u+2+ut )! > IIUtIl2+lItPuP2 

and £ small enough 

On the other hand, 

(1.25) 

for a certain M, so (1.24) and (1.25) give 

for u E C"'(U) 
c 

(UUt Il 2+UtPu I1 2)1/2 EO; M £ lILull which implies at once lIuli EO; MeilLull. 

That takes care of Case I. 

CASE II. (1.16) hoZds. Let u E C;(U). We are going to denote 

lIul1 2 = f 2 UU(',t)U1/2 dt 
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where IIu(',t)1I 1/ 2 is the usual t - Sobelev norm in the x-variable. 

We are assuming that the formally antiself-adjoint operator SI is 
elliptic, so in a small neighborhood of the origin we have 

This implies that 

(1.26) 

It is cle*r that IIulio < M E mull for a certain M. 
Since 11m Lu,ul < IILulio mum we get the desired estimate. 

Q.E.D. 

REMARK. We observe that at a point (O,O,~)in the cotangent space 
to Qx at the origin, the conditions 1m crl(S)(O,O,~) = a and 
1m crl(S)(O,O,~) ~ 0 are exhausting. That means that microlocally 
we always fall either on case I or case IT. 
The proof of Theorem 3 then shows how to obtain microlocal esti
mates for 1, without making any assumptions on the first order 
term S. However it is not clear that a local estimate of the ty
pe considered in Theorem 3, can always be obtained. 
If one tries to "patch up" the microlocal estimates, the commu
tators involved cannot be treated as perturbations, i.e. the mi
crolocal estimates are not stable. 

There is at least one case, though, where this can be done: the 
two variables situation. 

We have 

COROLLARY TO THEOREM 3. If L = D~ - t 2R-S with R, S as in (1.13), 
(1.14) and Q C R~L is ZoaaZZy soZvabZe. 
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